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Editorial
“Field Reviews”: A new style of review article for
Artificial Intelligence
In this issue, we have two reviews of machine learning books. The first is a relatively
conventional review of two “classical” machine learning text books which we believe
provides a useful comparison between the two books. In this kind of review the focus
is on the book(s) and how well it addresses a field. The second review is rather different,
and in some ways takes a dual approach—it considers a whole field and looks at books
which address it. Our motivation for this was that we were struck by the huge variety of
approaches to machine learning now to be found, and the corresponding diversity of books.
We thought it would be useful to have a rather more far reaching review, which attempted to
survey the field, using recently published books as “vantage points” from which to discuss
the various approaches and to compare and contrast them. This is not an easy task and we
were fortunate to be able to persuade Peter Flach to take on this brief. We hope readers of
Artificial Intelligence will find this style of review useful, and would welcome suggestions
for other areas to be treated in this way, and volunteers to take on such missions.
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